
PenRad Knocks It Out of the Park 

PenRad’s leadership within the Imaging market has never been predicated on a slick look or cute 
gimmicks, but on our passionate dedication to eliminating every possible friction faced by the reading 
radiologist and their teams. 

But those who have come to see PenRad as boring or predictable are about to be treated to a big 
surprise.  2018 will be remembered as the year that PenRad rocked the industry with a cascade of new 
offerings leveraging mobile and web technology to extend PenRad’s existing ‘well-oiled machine’ with 
exciting and cutting-edge new deployment options.  PenRad’s about to show some uncharacteristic 
flash, and maybe even a bit of dazzle. 

For those who have visited PenRad at HIMSS and RSNA, you know that PenRad has been working on 
next generation speech and NLP based structured reporting solutions that are pure web and mobile 
based.  With PenRad’s launch of Series 7, we have cleared the deck to make 2018 the year when 
PenRad’s customers get to benefit from the fruits of that labor. Series 7 Mobile capabilities will be 
deployed onto staff iPhone’s and Android devices bringing instantaneous communications between 
team-members and immediate access to schedules and work-ques. PenRad’s ‘Flight Control’ will bring 
airport-style “Arrival screens” to greet patients and inform staff of up-to-the-minute stats of patients 
and rooms.  The web-versions of PenRad’s Series 7 reporting tools will make remote and distributed 
practices both more productive and dramatically lower support costs.  

PenRad has shown a two-decade commitment to the mission critical needs of the breast imaging center, 
delivering production quality software for breast radiologists and their teams.  With the release of 
PenRad Series 7, we are looking to do what we have always done, but do so with a bit more flair and an 
even higher level of ambition.  

Visit booth #11939 for more details. 

 

 


